Original Smith Printing
Two Hardman Drive
Bloomington, IL 61701

Original Smith Printing (OSP) is a full-service commercial printer serving customers nationwide. From prepress through bindery and fulfillment, OSP provides superior technology and decades of industry know-how to ensure satisfied clients and successful projects.

This facility is certified HIPAA Compliant and approved to handle PHI and PII.

Equipment and Capabilities

Presses

- Heidelberg SM102 12 P with Cutstar
- Heidelberg SM102 10 P/5 with Cutstar
- Heidelberg SM102 SPL
- Heidelberg 102 ZP
- Heidelberg Mozph
- Heidelberg SM74 8 P/4
- Heidelberg PM52
- Multilit 4600
- Didde VIP Web
- Heidelberg SBD Cylinder Diecutter
- Heidelberg KSBA Cylinder Diecutter
- Heidelberg Dymatrix 105 CSB PRO

Bindery

- Polar Mohr 115XT-Auto with Auto Trim
- Palamides 700 Automatic Paper Bander
- MBO B30-S/664 Continuous Feed Folder
- MBO B30-S/444 Continuous Feed Folder
- MBO B26-S/66 Continuous Feed Folder
- MBO B26-S/66 Pile Feed Folder with Navigation System
- Stahl B30R Continuous Feed Folder
- Stahl knife folder — portable single fold unit for single refolds and stitchers
- Mueller Martini Automatic Counter/Stacker for saddle-stitchers
- Heidelberg ST400 6 pocket saddle-stitcher with cover feeder
- Heidelberg ST400 8 pocket saddle-stitcher with cover feeder
- Fenimore 3-hole punch, 1/4" & 5/16" — inline on stitcher or folder
- Bostitch hand-stitcher — single head
- Kluge Omni folder-gluer
- Bourg Modulan 30 station collator
- GBC USP 13-Universal Speed Punch
- GBC Magna Punch — Table top manual punch
• CI 12 Color Coil Inserter — Table top manual color coil inserter
• Bourg 46 pocket collator with stitcher attachments
• GBC manual binding machine, electric 28 hole
• GBC manual Digicoil Color Coil Inserter
• Polywrapping machines
• Bunn String Tying Machines
• Felins Paper Banders
• Superior Victory Batchdrops